THE UNCERTAINTIES OF LIFE AND TRADE
creasing failure of masters to control their apprentices, may be doubted.
An association between the women of the town and the apprentices
whom they tempted to rob their masters is a London tradition.30 There
were temptations inherent in the very nature of the relationship in its
most rigid as in its most relaxed form. The harsh discipline, the irre-
sponsibility of the young man under his master's tutelage, dependent
on him for all the necessaries of life, often unable to earn money
legitimately on his own account,31 would be likely to engender a desire
to outwit his master and obtain pleasure and relaxation at all costs.
Apprentices of the Restoration seem to have behaved much as Place
and his companions did. We even hear of London apprentices having a
*club or general rendezvous* at a tavern as early as 16*69, and going to
it 'commonly every other night', a place where they had 'good wine
and better company, being attended by two or three suburbian females
who are the doxies of our comerades*.32
But such manners did not begin with the Restoration. BarneweU^ the
London Apprentice, the ballad on which Lillo based his play of the same
name, was written before 1624, and we cannot suppose that the London
of Nash and Greene was a decorous place. Chaucer's London apprentice
of the fourteenth century behaves in much the same way as the black
sheep of the seventeenth and eighteenth. He lives riotously, plays at
dice and robs his master,
At every bridal wolde he synge and hoppe,
He loved bet the taverne than the shoppe.
The master for some time accepted this, although *oftentyme he
foond his box ful bare*, but at length, lest he should corrupt the other
servants, 'bad him go him with sorwe and with meschance*. Even the
theory of the decay of discipline in the eighteenth century seems open
to considerable doubt, and that of the deterioration of manners and
morals is still more questionable.
On the other hand in Manchester in the early eighteenth century a
state of things is described rather like the elusive conditions regretted
by Defoe and others as those of the good old times in London.* Dr
Aikin relates how apprentices to Manchester merchants *were obliged
* They were perhaps to be found in London among the Quakers. See above,
p. 206.

